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Abstract Security is an important topic, but is it important
for Knowledge Management (KM)? To date, little main-
stream KM research is coming through with a security
focus. This paper asks why, and proposes that security be
integrated into KM success models. The Jennex and
Olfman (International Journal of Knowledge Management
2(3):51–68, 2006) KM success model is used to illustrate
how security, specifically risk management, and the
National Security Telecommunications and Information
System Security Committee (NSTISSC) security model
can be applied to KM management support and governance
and KM Strategy. Finally, two case studies are provided
that illustrate the application of risk management through
governance to KM.
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1 Introduction

Security is about protecting something. Information System,
IS, security is about protecting IS assets such as networks,

databases, computers, and applications. Knowledge man-
agement (KM) is about sharing and transferring knowledge
from knowledge producers to knowledge users.

KM can be defined as the capturing of knowledge from
past decision-making for application to current decision-
making with the express purpose of improving organiza-
tional performance (Jennex 2005b, p. iv). KM helps
organizations better leverage their knowledge, or what they
know, by applying the processes of knowledge identifica-
tion, capture, storage, search, and retrieval, and by creating
processes that facilitate the transfer of knowledge from
those that generate it to those who use it to make decisions.
KM results in business organizations generating value and
competitive advantage (Zyngier et al. 2006). Military and
government organizations also use KM to support decision
making and to create intelligence value and tactical and
strategic advantage (Maule 2006).

It is not intuitive to KM researchers and practitioners that
security and KM are related. This is borne out in the
literature. A review of the first 12 issues of the International
Journal of Knowledge Management (IJKM) found no
articles discussing security within KM out of the 41
published (although two editorials have been written:
Jennex (2006) focuses on the persistence, i.e. integrity, of
knowledge and Jennex (2007) is a call for research on KM
security). Additionally, searches of Communications of the
Association for Information Systems (CAIS) and Journal of
the AIS also found no articles specific to KM security. An
exception is the “Encyclopedia of Knowledge Manage-
ment” edited by David Schwartz and published in 2006.
This is a comprehensive work that attempts to provide a
discipline specific body of knowledge for KM. Of the 117
entries, two deal with security. Both discuss applying
security technologies to KM systems (Upadhyaya et al.
2006 and Wilson et al. 2006). This lack of research
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suggests that KM security does not appear to be a topic of
interest to KM researchers.

The objective of this paper is to explore why security
research is not more important to KM research and to
attempt to establish a research foundation and theoretical
basis for why KM security should be a field of research in
the KM discipline rather than just a context for applying
security research. This paper focuses on those aspects of
security that are unique to KM. To accomplish this we will
look at what KM is, how KM success is defined, models of
KM success/effectiveness, and support for KM success
through KM governance as a mechanism to support the
operationalization of KM success. The models will be used
to provide a theoretical foundation for fitting security
research into KM research and illustrate that security, and
in particular risk management, needs to be a part of KM
strategy and KM management support. The paper con-
cludes with two case studies illustrating the application of
risk management to KM strategy.

Why is this important? KM is about generating value
and advantage for an organization. Value comes from
having something that others want and may not have.
Advantage comes from utilizing resources better than your
competition or opposition. There are time and access
elements to this value and advantage that affect its
protection. KM researchers tend to focus on overcoming
barriers to the transfer of knowledge rather than on how to
ensure that only the right individuals get the knowledge.
This is why incorporating security into KM becomes
important. Threats against organizations exist and can
target critical knowledge requiring organizations to imple-
ment security. Examples include opportunistic and orga-
nized criminals, espionage agents, and terrorists seeking to
steal critical knowledge in the form of trade secrets,
intellectual property, key processes, client/customer knowl-
edge, research reports, etc. (Colarik 2006 and Gordon et al.
2006). Additionally, the glut of knowledge and information
that is being generated and the increasing transience of
workers can overwhelm organizational attempts to manage
knowledge leading to concerns that organizations may not
capture critical knowledge or that critical knowledge
sources may leave (Jennex 2006). Finally, there is a concern
that knowledge will be inappropriately applied leading to
incorrect decision making and the possible erosion of value
and competitive advantage (Walsh and Ungson 1991).
Researchers need to incorporate security into KM models
and theories so KM practitioners are aware that this issue is
as important as knowledge representation, transfer, and
other key KM issues that tend to be their focus. Also, this
topic is important for managers so that they can better care
for critical organizational resources and avoid possible
Sarbanes–Oxley issues by making bad decisions through
misuse of knowledge. Finally, this is important for KM

researchers as they need to ensure their theories and models
do not just create high value targets for outsiders and
opportunities for organizations to lose or misuse valuable
knowledge assets.

2 Knowledge management

KM was defined in the introduction however it is important
to emphasize that KM is an action discipline that supports
decision making. It is a fusion of technical, organizational,
and social issues. This concept is furthered by Jennex
(2005a) where a KM system (KMS) is defined using
Churchman’s (1979) view of systems and includes the
processes and users as part of the KMS in addition to the IT
components. The KMS consists of processes and technolo-
gies for identifying and capturing knowledge, knowledge
repositories, processes for storing, searching, retrieving, and
displaying knowledge, and users. It is not required that the
KMS be computer-based and in many cases repositories
consist of “in-the-head” knowledge. Within this Churchman
(1979) view of a KMS, KM security needs to address the
complete system view and as will be shown later in the
paper, this system view better fits existing security models
than that of a purely technical system view. To further set
the stage for discussion, the concepts of knowledge and
knowledge transfer are briefly defined below.

2.1 Knowledge

Davenport and Prusak (1998) view knowledge as an
evolving mix of framed experience, values, contextual
information and expert insight that provides a framework
for evaluating and incorporating new experiences and
information. They found that in organizations, knowledge
often becomes embedded in artifacts such as documents,
video, audio or repositories and in organizational routines,
processes, practices, and norms. They also suggest that for
knowledge to have value it must include the human
additions of context, culture, experience, and interpretation.
Polanyi (1967) and Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) describe
two types of knowledge, tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge
is understood within a knower’s mind, cannot be directly
expressed by data or knowledge representations, and is
commonly understood as unstructured knowledge. Explicit
knowledge, on the other hand, can be directly expressed by
knowledge representations and is commonly known as
structured knowledge. Current thought has knowledge
existing as neither purely tacit nor purely explicit. Rather,
knowledge is a mix of tacit and explicit with the degree of
explicitness varying with each user. This is the knowledge
continuum where purely tacit and purely explicit form the
end points and specific knowledge artifacts existing
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somewhere on the continuum. Smolnik et al. (2005) take a
position on the knowledge continuum through context
explication where context explication reflects the experi-
ence and background of the individual. Nissen and Jennex
(2005) expand knowledge into a multidimensional view by
adding the dimensions of reach (social aggregation), life
cycle (stage of the knowledge life cycle), and flow time
(timeliness) to explicitness. Research continues to refine the
concept of knowledge and its dimensions.

2.2 Knowledge transfer

Knowledge transfer in an organization occurs when
members of an organization pass knowledge to each other.
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) propose four modes of
knowledge creation and transfer.

& Socialization is the process of sharing experiences and
thereby creating tacit knowledge such as mental models
and technical skills. Tacit knowledge can be obtained
without using language through observation, imitation,
and practice.

& Externalization is the process of articulating tacit
knowledge in the form of explicit concepts, taking the
shapes of metaphors, analogies, concepts, hypotheses,
or models.

& Combination is the process of systemizing concepts into
a knowledge system by combining different bodies of
explicit knowledge. Explicit knowledge is transferred
through media such as documents, meetings, email, and/
or phone conversations. Categorization of this knowl-
edge can lead to the generation of new knowledge.

& Internalization is the process of converting explicit
knowledge to tacit knowledge and is closely related to
learning by doing.

3 Knowledge management success

3.1 Definition

KM success is a multidimensional concept. It is defined by
capturing the right knowledge, getting the right knowledge
to the right user, and using this knowledge to improve
organizational and/or individual performance. KM success
is measured using the dimensions of impact on business
processes, strategy, leadership, efficiency and effectiveness
of KM processes, efficiency and effectiveness of the KM
system, organizational culture, and knowledge content
(Jennex et al. 2007). This definition, as well as the
definitions of KM and KMS, focuses on the core of KM,
the capture, transfer, and application of knowledge from
knowledge creators to knowledge users. Security is not

emphasized nor mentioned in these definitions. Indeed,
security and KM may be considered conflicting concepts as
many researchers consider security a barrier to knowledge
sharing. To support this statement and to better understand
KM success we need to look at what KM researchers have
identified as KM/KMS critical success factors (CSFs).
CSFs are those factors that are found to have to be present
for KM/KMS success to occur. They are not grounded in
theory, they are observed phenomena. The following
section presents KM/KMS success factors.

3.2 KM critical success factors

Jennex and Olfman (2005) summarized and synthesized the
literature on KM/KMS critical success factors into an
ordered set of 12 KM CSFs. CSFs were ordered based on
the number of studies identifying the CSF. The following
CSFs were identified from 17 studies looking at over 200
KM projects. They are listed in order of frequency:

1. A KM Strategy that identifies users, sources, process-
es, storage strategy, knowledge and links to knowl-
edge for the KMS.

2. Motivation and Commitment of users including
incentives and training

3. Integrated Technical Infrastructure including net-
works, databases/repositories, computers, software,
KMS experts

4. An organizational culture and structure that supports
learning and the sharing and use of knowledge

5. A common enterprise wide knowledge structure that is
clearly articulated and easily understood

6. Senior Management support including allocation of
resources, leadership, and providing training

7. Learning organization
8. There is a clear goal and purpose for the KMS
9. Measures are established to assess the impacts of the

KMS and the use of knowledge as well as verifying
that the right knowledge is being captured

10. The search, retrieval, and visualization functions of
the KMS support easy knowledge use

11. Work processes are designed that incorporate knowl-
edge capture and use

12. Security/protection of knowledge

As can be seen, security and protection of knowledge
resources was identified as the 12th, and least identified,
CSF. To put into perspective how researchers ranked
security only the study by Jennex and Olfman (2001)
identified security as a CSF, while 13 studies identified the
top CSF and nine studies identified the fourth most
mentioned CSF.

To ground KM CSFs with a theoretical framework,
researchers construct KM success and/or effectiveness
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models that incorporate CSFs into established theory. Jennex
and Olfman (2005) compared several KM success/effective-
ness models found in the literature to the above list of CSFs.
Of the five models found and evaluated, only the Lindsey
(2002) KM Effectiveness Model directly addressed security,
while the Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM Success Model
considered security as an implicitly understood need. The
next sections look at those two models to examine how
security fits into KM/KMS success/effectiveness.

3.3 Lindsey KM effectiveness model

Lindsey (2002) proposed a conceptual KM effectiveness
model based on combining Organizational Capability
Perspective theory (Gold et al. 2001) and Contingency
Perspective Theory (Becerra-Fernandez and Sabherwal
2001). The model defines KM effectiveness in terms of
two main constructs: Knowledge Infrastructure Capability
and Knowledge Process Capability, with the Knowledge
Process Capability construct being influenced by a Knowl-
edge Task. Knowledge infrastructure capability represents
social capital, the relationships between knowledge sources
and users, and is operationalized by technology (the
network itself), structure (the relationship), and culture
(the context in which the knowledge is created and used).
Knowledge process capability represents the integration of
KM processes into the organization, and is operationalized
by acquisition (the capturing of knowledge), conversion
(making captured knowledge available), application (degree
to which knowledge is useful), and protection (security of
the knowledge). Tasks are activities performed by organi-
zational units and indicate the type and domain of the
knowledge being used. Tasks ensure the right knowledge is

being captured and used. KM success is measured as
satisfaction with the KMS. Jennex et al. (2007) found
satisfaction with a KMS to be a weak definition of success.
Figure 1 below illustrates the Lindsey (2002) KM Effec-
tiveness Model.

Lindsey (2002) included protection as an activity needed
by an organization to support knowledge processes where
protection can be interpreted to include technical security
controls such as firewalls and virus protection, access
controls to limit access to those that need the knowledge,
and secure storage media with backup and recovery. Lindsey
(2002) considered protection important due to the critical
impact knowledge can have on a firm’s competitive
advantage. This is a key issue for mainstreaming KM
security research, recognizing that knowledge is a critical
asset needing to be protected. However, the protection
activity in this model is tied to regular protection activities
and controls and does not really include anything unique to
KM. Also, this is a theoretical model that has not been tested
by research. The Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM Success
Model is based on research and will be discussed next.

3.4 Jennex Olfman KM success model

The Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM success model was
generated based on several case studies and quantitative
research studies and is theoretically grounded on the
DeLone and McLean (2003) IS success model. This model
is considered a better description of KM success due to its
strong theoretical grounding [the DeLone and McLean
(1992) IS success model has been accepted for several
years and has been validated by several studies with
DeLone and McLean (2003) reflecting additions also

Fig. 1 Lindsey (2002) KM
effectiveness model
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suggested by these studies], its reflection of observed
phenomena, and its close fit to the set of 12 CSFs.
Reflecting security in this model generates a theoretical
grounding for KM security research.

The Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM success model is a
causal model. It has three basic dimensions as antecedents
to KM success: system quality which deals with the
technical infrastructure; knowledge/information quality
which deals with KM strategy for identifying critical
knowledge and then how that knowledge is stored; and
service quality which deals with management support and
allocation of resources. The model also has the dimensions
of perceived benefit, user satisfaction, and net benefits.
These dimensions deal with ensuring that the KM initiative
meets the needs of the users and the organization. Figure 2
illustrates this model.

This model doesn’t directly include security. However,
Jennex and Olfman (2001) in their study of Year 2000
(Y2K) KMS found that security was a needed design
recommendation. This recommendation was based on
analyzing the systems using an earlier version of the
Jennex Olfman KM Success Model. Jennex and Olfman
(2001) found that for knowledge to have value it must be
correct and able to be trusted. Security was seen as needed
to ensure the integrity of knowledge stored in the KMS
knowledge base. This was considered critical as KM is seen

as creating organizational value through improved decision-
making. To improve decision-making KMS users must trust
the knowledge that is retrieved so its integrity must be
protected (this is shown through the perceived benefit
model’s near term job impact construct). This is consistent
with the Lindsey KM Effectiveness model (2001) as both
models recognize the need to protect integrity. The final
version of the Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM Success
Model included this integrity protection implicitly in its
description of the Knowledge Quality constructs so does
not omit security as being an antecedent to KM success.

The important nature and qualities of leadership in KM and
the need for alignment of KM strategy with the aims and
objectives are generally proclaimed (Amidon and Macnamara
2003; Holsapple and Joshi 2002a, b; Jennex and Olfman
2006; Probst et al. 2000; Zyngier and Burstein 2004). These
are embedded in the Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM Success
Model through the quality approach to systems, knowledge/
information, and service. This is expanded by incorporating
the governance of KM processes to the above model by
adding explicit alignment with organizational strategy,
through: authorization of activity; risk management; fiscal
fiduciary duty; and measurement as factors supporting the
knowledge security of the organization.

KM governance centers the decision-making authority to
an executive framework to deliver the expected benefits of

Fig. 2 Jennex and Olfman
(2006) KM success model
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the strategy (Zyngier 2006). KM programs are then
delivered in a controlled manner, through the establishment
of checks and balances in the mode of service delivery.
Governance processes manage the risks of KM to acknowl-
edge and contend with cultural issues, structural obstacles
and other relevant issues as they arise. The management of
these risks assist in the resolution of these issues and in turn
strengthen the strategies to manage knowledge that are
employed within the organization. Acknowledging specific
knowledge as the organization’s strategic asset and differ-
entiator is the ultimate responsibility of the governance
process and a component of KM strategy and management.

The next section discusses how security further fits into
KM success and is more important than just maintaining
integrity.

4 KM success and security

Both the Lindsey (2002) and the Jennex and Olfman (2006)
models consider KM success to be reflected through some
organizational impact, usually as improved organization
effectiveness that results from improved decision-making
that improves the organization’s competitive advantage.
Knowledge is therefore seen as a valuable asset. There is a
growing body of research on intellectual/social capital that
also stresses the value of knowledge and knowledge
holders to the organization. This research is being embraced
by the KM research community (Davenport and Holsapple
2006; Sherif and Sherif 2006; Wah et al. 2007). The
concepts of due diligence and fiduciary responsibility
generate the expectation that anything of value should and
will be protected so it is logical that KM incorporate
security. This was the thinking behind the Jennex and
Olfman (2006) KM success model. It was expected that the
technical components of KM such as networks, web sites,
and databases would have security integral to them as
suggested by Jennex and Olfman (2001). It is expected that
this is the case with most, if not all, KM success models
and something that is assumed by KM researchers, that
security is built into KMS components and that the topic
doesn’t need to be addressed separately in KM research.
However, while this is very important to maintaining the
availability, integrity, and confidentiality of stored knowl-
edge and information, it is not the most important area for
applying security and this may necessitate more attention
be applied to security in KM. As stated previously, Jennex
and Olfman (2005) assessed the various KM success
models and determined that the Jennex and Olfman
(2006) KM success model is a better fit to the 12 identified
CSFs than the Lindsey (2002) KM effectiveness model. For
this reason the following discussion on security and KM
utilizes the Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM success model.

Looking at the Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM Success
model dimensions it is noted that there are points where
applying security would make sense. In addition to the
previously noted technical resources such as networks, web
sites, and databases used for knowledge repositories and
knowledge transfer, security should also be an integral part
of a KM strategy. Also, due to legal requirements stemming
from the Health Information Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) and the Sarbanes Oxley Act, there is more of
an expectation from management that knowledge will be
protected, its integrity maintained, and when appropriate,
its confidentiality maintained. These are considered critical
KM security areas and will be discussed in the next section.

5 KM security

Current thoughts on information security management view
security as a function that incorporates technical, mana-
gerial, and organizational issues into a plan that manages
organizational risk. Security includes technical, administra-
tive, and managerial controls. It includes a formal plan that
contains policies stating how the organization intends to
implement security. It involves education and awareness.
The National Security Telecommunications and Informa-
tion System Security Committee model (NSTISSC 1994) is
a standard model used in information security management.
The NSTISSC model is shown in Fig. 3 below and
illustrates that all of the above concepts are part of an
overall security strategy and plan. This is a comprehensive
model for designing the security plan for protecting
information systems. The model stands independent of
technology as it does not specify any specific technologies,
just the functions technologies perform, and can be applied
to any organization without being affected by organizational

Processing Transmission 

Availability

Integrity

Confidentiality

Policy

Education 

Technology

Storage 

Fig. 3 NSTISSC security model (NSTISSC 1994, p. 18)
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differences as it does not incorporate any specific organiza-
tional needs or characteristics.

Figure 3 shows the focus on protecting storage, process-
ing, and transmission assets. When this is applied to KM
the focus is on protecting knowledge repositories, knowl-
edge mnemonic functions (search, retrieve, compare, etc.)
used to process and manipulate knowledge, and knowledge
transfer communication processes. It also demonstrates that
we need to protect integrity, confidentiality, and availability
that when applied to KM means protecting the integrity of
knowledge artifacts, controlling who gets access, or has the
need to know, to knowledge, and when the KMS and
knowledge repositories need to be operational. Finally, it
also shows the need for education and policy that applied to
KM are reflected in KM training and governance. Com-
bined, these constitute the components of an overall KM
security program.

A security program includes policies that determine what
should be protected, who should have access (based on
need to know analysis), and allowable use of information;
along with security awareness education and management
support and direction. Security should be an integral
component of a KM initiative and traditional security is
reflected with the Technical Resources construct of the
System Quality dimension and includes the technical
controls needed to protect the basic technical system
components of the KMS. The components of this construct
include databases, web sites, networks, and other IS
components. System Quality refers to how well these
components work and for them to work as expected,
technical security controls such as firewalls, intrusion
detection, cryptography, and access controls are utilized.
Again it is stressed that this is regular security and not what
is proposed as KM Security.

KM Security starts with the Management Support
construct of the Service Quality dimension of the Jennex
and Olfman (2006) KM Success Model. Management
support refers to the direction and support an organization
provides to ensure that adequate resources are allocated to
the creation and maintenance of KM, a knowledge sharing
and using organizational culture is developed, encourage-
ment, incentives, and direction is provided to the work
force to encourage KM use, knowledge reuse, and
knowledge sharing; and that sufficient control structures
are created in the organization to monitor knowledge and
KM use (Jennex and Olfman 2006). Zyngier (2006)
describes these functions along with risk management and
leadership as KM governance. It is the addition of risk
management to this construct that clarifies part of the role
of security in KM and is essential part of the NSTISSC
(1994) security model as it ensures that management is
aware of risks in the KM initiative, that these risks are
managed through appropriate policies and controls, and that

KM users are aware of and trained in these policies and
controls. Risks to be managed include the risk of not
capturing or losing critical knowledge, misusing critical
knowledge, and disclosing critical knowledge to those that
should not get it.

While Management Support or governance provides the
leadership and risk management direction for creating a
security plan, it is the KM Strategy/Processes construct of
the Knowledge Quality dimension that provides the
information needed to identify what security policies and
controls are to be generated. Jennex and Addo (2005)
discuss the functions of KM strategy as including identify-
ing knowledge to be captured, sources and users of
knowledge, knowledge storage strategies, and processes
for using and capturing knowledge. Zyngier et al. (2006)
establishes the relationship between KM governance, KM
strategy implementation, and KM success or as in the case
of the Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM Success Model, the
relationship between the Management Support and the KM
Strategy/Process constructs to KM success. Both are
necessary for KM success and both are necessary for
incorporating security into KM initiatives.

What should KM security policies address? Security
policies need to identify access control policies and
technologies, privacy policies that take into account
aggregation of knowledge, risk assessment policies for
guidance in assessing the value and threats to knowledge,
knowledge retention policies, knowledge dissemination
policies, secure storage policies, unapproved knowledge
disclosure and other response procedures, etc. All these
need to be determined as a part of the KM strategy process
and need management support for resource allocation and
enforcement. As these constructs are part of the theoreti-
cally grounded Jennex and Olfman (2006) KM Success
Model we consider incorporating security into these
constructs as providing the theoretical basis for incorporat-
ing security research into KM research.

To summarize, KM security is about analyzing risk and
protecting knowledge assets appropriately. This requires the
generation of a KM security plan. This plan is generated
based on KM governance/management support and KM
strategy/process. Policies and controls are determined
through the generation of KM strategy. The key enabler
of this process is the incorporation of risk management into
KM governance/management support. This is where KM
security research needs to focus. Previous KM research has
focused on applying security technology to a KMS context
through the application of technological controls to knowl-
edge repositories and transfer processes. This is necessary
but is not research into KM security. KM security research
should be focused on the integration of security principles
as illustrated by the NSTISSC (1994) security model, into
KM. The following sections provide two case studies that
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explore the application of KM governance/management
support and KM strategy that incorporates risk management
to KM initiatives.

6 Research design

The purpose of this paper is to provide a theoretical
grounding to KM security research. This has been provided
by incorporating KM security into the Jennex and Olfman
(2006) KM Success Model. KM Security is postulated as
incorporating risk management into KM strategy and
governance. To provide qualitative support for this postu-
lation exploratory research was conducted using case study
research methodology to examine risk management, KM,
and governance within an organizational context. Eisen-
hardt (1989) and Yin (1994) were used to construct a
research approach that includes multiple, converging
sources of data and data collection methods that included
observation, semi-structured interviews and document
analysis. Two cases are presented where risk management
was used with KM. The cases contrast organizational KM
efforts before and after the application of risk management
and governance to the KM initiative. Case study analysis
took place over a period of several months collecting,
examining and analyzing data in its original context.

The research focused on understanding how senior
officers in organizations understand KM and how they
govern KM as a tool for the transfer of organizational
knowledge. KM and governance theories provided the basis
for focused observation and for the recording of the
observations. Organizations were selected through search-
ing lists of Most Admired Knowledge Enterprises Study
winners (Chase 2004), referral by other KM professionals,
databases of companies, and examination of candidate
organizational websites. By purposefully locating organ-
izations that were considered successful with KM it was
speculated that they may have had governance structures in
place. The observation sample sought to include both users
of KM and those who were implementing KM strategy as
stakeholders. The case study subject selection criteria were:

& Large organizations with over 2,000 employees;
& Single organizations without independent subsidiaries;
& Multi-sited organizations;
& A reputation as knowledge intensive; and
& A reputation for the pursuit of knowledge management

strategies.

Research comprised semi-structured interviews using
open-ended questions, observation, and collection of
secondary data in the form of available documentary
evidence from within the organizations plus additional
publicly available materials. Interviews were tape recorded,

supplementary notes were taken, and additional documen-
tary material was collected for analysis. For each case, the
interviews were transcribed and submitted to the interview-
ees for their comment thus establishing the defensibility of
that data (Eisenhardt 1989; Schoenberger 1991).

Interviewee selection criterion was that the informant be
a senior executive in their organization who is actively
involved in the leadership and implementation or the
governance of the KM strategy. The interviews were
transcribed and analyzed using QSR5 software as a tool
for thematic analysis. In each case, the informants gave
semi-structured; in-depth interviews each lasting approxi-
mately one hour.

7 Research findings XYZ Consulting

XYZ Consulting is a dispersed multinational enterprise
selected due (Lincoln and Guba 1985) to its large size and
its distributed nature and for having a positive reputation as
reflected in their Knowledge Group Global Director being
invited as a participant in the Knowledge Group Global
Director Summit (Oxbrow 2003, 2004) and as reflected in
the business press as a knowledge intensive organization. It
is a top six, internationally ranked, multinational manage-
ment consulting firm with its global headquarters located in
the USA. It works with leading organizations to improve
their course and performance by stimulating innovative
ideas. The company was started in the 1960s with a single
consultant and now employs over 2,600 consultants
worldwide through a network of 60 offices in 37 countries.
The company was established as, and continues to operate
as, a partnership. In 2003, the company recorded revenues
of US$1.12 billion.

The current KM strategy was initiated when the
Partnership decided that they and their consultants needed
to know “how to know what we know and how to find the
people who know” (informant 1). When the informant was
employed to develop the KM initiative as a global initiative
it was seen as being “primarily to bring together what had
been a completely uncoordinated set of researchers working
in different places and in different ways.” This was due to
the informant’s view that the company researchers and the
KM initiative were inseparable. The thrust of this KM
initiative was to create a global structure and set of
processes to capture and manage explicit knowledge
resources. This KM strategy reflects managing risk of
failing to capture or losing critical knowledge.

7.1 Prior systems—obstacles

The company had a practice of retaining PowerPoint
presentations together with the supporting documentation.
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These were kept in individual office locations on shared
drives. One of the partners who sponsored the early KM
initiative was a practice area leader who tried to encourage
all the other practice area leaders to be systematic about the
management of intellectual property. “Specifically they had
assistants who ‘kept the keys to the safe’, you know and
would dish out these decks that people would ask for by
email or however” (informant 1). This underlines the
problems faced by the organization. There was little or no
coordination or control over what was understood to be a
highly valuable resource. Additionally, the transfer of tacit
knowledge was traditionally facilitated by pro-active staff
education and training. The work structure in teams and by
practice areas and practice interest groups created a
clustering of expertise within individual locations and
regions. Working in specialist teams that were led by senior
management who played an active part resulted in mentor-
ing of less experienced staff by those senior staff. However,
there was little or no coordination or control over the
transfer of tacit knowledge. Company growth from 2
consultants in one location in 1963, to 12 consultants in
two countries in 1965 to its current size of 2,600
consultants in 60 locations globally. The obvious conse-
quence of this was the difficulties in personalization of
knowledge to transfer knowledge between individuals
locally and its transfer between locations globally (Hansen
et al. 1999; Nonaka 1991).

Three major risks in the management of knowledge
resources were identified:

& The risk of unauthorized access to material about client
affairs and the preservation of client confidentiality.
Responsibility for the management of these resources
was handled by assistants—specifically the Partner’s
secretary “some of whom were very careful about it and
others who weren’t” (informant 1).

& The risk of not capturing or losing critical knowledge
resources as “there was not a really good system of
indexing or anything so the recovery or retrieval was a
bit random and depended really on how much the
secretary knew about the work” (informant 1). Specif-
ically the lack of a systematic, organization wide
approach to search and retrieval of documents and
related resources was a serious limitation on the
availability of explicit knowledge resources.

& The risk of the right people not getting the knowledge
needed to make decisions. This is due to problems in
the transfer of knowledge.

7.2 XYZ Consulting: Risk management through governance

Risks to the KM strategy are managed in a reactive rather
than a proactive manner. Attitudes expressed by the

informant have been couched in terms of ameliorating risks
to both the structural and cultural aspects of the KM
strategy. In particular, at the global level the KM Team is
responsible for and report to the governance authority to:

& Protect inadvertent disclosure of knowledge to compet-
ing client teams through the use of ‘Chinese walls’
access controls;

& ‘Ensure our materials are sanitized [to prevent security
breaches], and make sure the most recent stuff is there’
(informant 1);

& Mine databases to identify and leverage existing best
practice;

& Act on security issues for levels of access to electronic
resources; and

& Proactively report to and listen to partners and staff in
order to ensure that the KM strategy continues to meet
organizational needs.

Risk is jointly identified by the KM Team together with
the Practice Area Leaders—who are partners and therefore
the governing body, by reporting to them and “listening to
their ideas and their needs and meeting them” (informant 1).

8 Research findings ABC Exploration and Drilling

ABC Exploration and Drilling is a publicly listed multina-
tional oil and gas exploration and production company. Its
global headquarters is in Western Australia. It has an
international presence beyond its Australia ownership base.
This enterprise was selected due to its large size and its
distributed nature and for having been a finalist in the 2004
Asian MAKE awards (Chase 2004). Additionally it has
been showcased and discussed at a number of Australian
and European conferences as a knowledge intensive
organization.

ABC Exploration and Drilling is Australia’s leading
company in its field. Established in 1954 the company has
developed from being regarded as a junior player in the
industry to being among Australia's largest independent
listed oil and gas companies with a market capitalization of
approximately $10 billion. The company is the operator of
multiple joint ventures with other companies and has
substantial oil and gas production assets. During 2003 the
company recorded revenues of AUD$2059.3 million.

8.1 Prior systems—obstacles

The initial KM strategy for ABC Exploration and Drilling
focused on explicit knowledge capture. This was achieved
through purchase of a collaboration tool and portal to
manage explicit knowledge across the company. This was
intended to structure, retain and support the range of work
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required by the firm and to facilitate the sharing of this work.
There had been no policies set in place to determine the
alignment of the KM strategy with the aims and objectives of
the company. There was no company wide KM strategy in
place to establish priorities for explicit knowledge capture,
nor for how it should be done. It was realized that while
collaboration through a portal was possible, it also was a
limited approach that didn’t take into account the under-
standing of how knowledge was transferred between
organizational members. Additionally, there were no specific
strategies used to leverage tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge
transfer was ad hoc and took place incidentally to the
structured activities of the firm. One key risk was identified:
the risk of not capturing or losing critical knowledge and its
subsequent security physical and commercial in confidence
status within the company.

8.2 ABC Exploration and Drilling: Risk management
through governance

KM governance was implemented through formation of a
steering group. The steering group ensures that manage-
ment’s KM goals are incorporated into the KM strategy by
requiring reviews of KM activities and by developing
policies that take into account the regulatory, market and
human resources issues that are identifiable by the stake-
holders on the Steering Group. As a member of the group,
the Team Leader of Knowledge & Management Systems
also discusses these same issues with the Steering Group
and with his implementation team.

Identified KM security policies include:

& Misuse of intellectual capital or breach of copyright
issues; and

& Security breaches of the IT systems

Legal liability risks are monitored for breaches and are
managed through training. Security breaches of IT systems
are monitored and controlled for through the use of
firewalls although “technology is always going to be a
problem” (informant 2).

Risk management as a tool of governance has resulted in
strategies being developed to the specific identified obstacles
to the implementation of this strategy. These can be seen as
an outcome of the governance process in that while strategies
are developed in accordance with policy, they have been
modified in order to overcome the obstacles.

9 Conclusion

This paper asks why security is not considered a stronger
CSF and important to KM success. We conclude that KM
security is an important KM CSF but just wasn’t articulated

as such by researchers who considered it an integral part of
KMS technology. If the only application of security to KM
was technology this would be fine. However, this paper
broadens KM security to include risk management in KM
strategy, KM management/governance support, and ulti-
mately, to increasing the value of knowledge, KM and its
impact on the organization by managing risks such as
reluctance to share knowledge, disclosure of knowledge to
those that don’t need it, and losing, not capturing, or
misapplying critical knowledge. KM Success models can
incorporate this aspect of security. The Jennex and Olfman
(2006) KM Success Model explicitly included security in
its knowledge strategy and implicitly in other success
constructs such as management support and technical
resources. It would be useful for this and other models to
clearly and more fully articulate the need for security in all
applicable KM success dimensions but we suspect this will
be left to the KM security researchers to do.

The incorporation of security into KM strategy utilizes
risk analysis and management. The cases presented in this
paper link KM management/governance, KM strategy, and
management of KM risks. Risk management activities were
not only identified but solutions to those risks were found
through:

& Analysis of the KM risks
& Articulation of the KM requirements of the organizations;
& Strategic alignment of solutions; and
& Authorized activity to address the risks.

The cases present risk management activity as a tangible
benefit of KM governance identifying and including risk
management as a component of their KM strategy. It should
also be noted that the case studies are not comprehensive in
reflecting security in KM. Rather, they are meant to
illustrate that security and KM are related and that security
can be applied to KM through application of a KM success
model incorporating KM governance.

As shown earlier, the extant KM literature documents
many CSFs necessary to the effective implementation of a
KM strategy (lack of these CSFs can be considered risks to
successful KM). Risk management supports action to
resolve obstacles to existing problems. Proactive
approaches anticipate and manage risks by setting bench-
marks and goals (Standards Australia 2000, 2001, 2004).
The main elements are communication and consultation,
internal and external organizational context, identification,
analysis and evaluation. In the cases presented here, risk
management is an iterative and ongoing process. From the
evidence, it can be suggested that successful risk manage-
ment outcomes reported by informants can be attributed to
support of such activity by the governing body.

This research has made a contribution to KM literature. It
has identified bodies that are responsible for governance
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activities within this framework, their roles, and their tasks. It
has made a new contribution to research literature through
identification and analysis of processes that govern KM.
This research facilitates effective implementation of KM
strategies by providing a framework for organizations to use
to ensure that authority, risk-management, financial control,
and measurement are operationalized in order to realize
benefits from KM strategy implementation. We strongly
suggest that KM governance maximizes strategic benefits
and manages the risks in successful implementation of KM
strategies in specifically large, distributed organizations.

Additionally we have made a contribution to practice.
Grimes (2007) states the need for a better understanding of
data, information, and knowledge and incorporating security
into a research design will increase the ability to share data,
information, and knowledge. This paper has incorporated
security into KM success which forms the basis for KMS
design. Understanding how to create secure KMS will
increase the ability of all organizations, business, govern-
ment, or military, to improve the transfer of knowledge to
key decision makers. This will lead to increased organiza-
tional performance, the primary goal of KM.
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